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The use of consumable -electrode arc melting as a production technology 

is growing. An advantageous feature of the process is the avoidance of ingot 

contamination by soluble crucible materials. This is accomplished by the 

expedient of employing a chilled metal crucible. As might be expected, the 

thermal balance under these conditions is rather delicate and does not neces- 

sarily provide a favorable environment for solidification. Catastrophic im- 

balances can occur, but details including the effectiveness of various factors 

are mostly unknown. There is a need for more intelligent guidelines. 

Experience has provided several pertinent observations, some of which 

are quite superficial. The most meaningful data have resulted from studies of 

molten pool shapes and sizes and from measurements of heat flow through 

crucible walls. Overall experience, intuitively interpreted and supplemented, 

is sufficient nevertheless as a basis for a boundary -value treatment of the 

problem. 
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A solution can be derived by a separation of variables using conventional 

differential equation methods. For a cylindrical ingot, the temperature varies 

as a Bessel Function of an argument proportional to the radius and as an ex- 

ponential function of longitudinal position. 

Trial calculations using the problem solution seem to verify the general 

correctness of the result as compared with experience. The role and nature 

of solution parameters are also clarified, though not entirely resolved. It is 

revealed that the barrier to heat flow at the ingot -crucible surface has a promi- 

nent influence. 

Utility of the model embodied in the problem solution is readily demon- 

strated by considering a variety of contemporary questions about arc melting. 

It is hoped that utility can be enhanced by improvement of the model. 
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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE AND HEAT 
FLOW IN ARC -MELTED INGOTS 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past 15 to 20 years, consumable -electrode cold -mold arc 

melting has become a significant industrial process. There are about 30 com- 

mercial facilities that currently use the technology in the United States. The 

main products of these plants are ingots of special -purpose steels or titanium 

alloys, but columbium, hafnium, molybdenum, tantalum, tungsten, vanadium, 

and zirconium also are melted commercially. Arc melting of virtually all 

metals and many non - metals has been tried in laboratory experimentation. 

The total nationwide capacity for cold -mold arc melting is probably near 

200, 000 tons per year, and the scale of operation ranges from research units 

that produce one- or two -inch -diameter ingots to a furnace capable of pro- 

ducing 60- inch -diameter, 40 -ton ingots of steel (9, 17). 

In the most common embodiment of the process, metal at the tip of an 

electrode is melted by a direct -current electric arc and is collected in a cru- 

cible of water -cooled copper. The crucible is usually cylindrical and the 

molten metal is usually allowed to solidify in the crucible. Typically, arc 

gaps are short (an inch or less), arc voltages are low (15 to 50 volts), and 

are currents are very high (a few hundreds to many thousands of amperes). 

Melting may be done in vacuum, in an inert gas, or in a reducing gas depend- 

ing on the metal being melted and the results desired. 
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There are many variations of the process. The electrode may be of 

the non -consumable refractory type. Actually, this technique antedated the 

consumable -electrode practice. Alternating current can be used. There 

may be more than one electrode. The use of three -phase alternating current 

with three separate electrodes is an interesting combination (11, 18). The 

shape of the crucible cross section is sometimes varied (3, 18), and both 

water - cooled aluminum and water -cooled steel have had limited service with 

some success as materials of crucible construction. Sometimes it is advan- 

tageous to cover the molten surface in the crucible with a fluxing slag (2, p. 

74 -121) (3). In this case, the electrode tip is immersed in the slag and there 

is evidence that heating is resistive instead of by an arc mechanism. Still 

another variation involves draining or pouring the liquid portion of the crucible 

contents into a mold before complete solidification can take place in the cru- 

cible. This option has led to a separate but tangential casting technology 

(4, 7, 9). 

Surely, some process modifications have been overlooked in the pre- 

ceding review, but the common feature relevant to this disucssion is the use, 

in all cases, of a chilled crucible. The purpose of this inherent feature is 

to allow control of impurity composition by avoiding the contamination that 

would be inevitable with a more conventional and more reactive crucible. 

For steels, the extra degree of compositional control afforded by the use of 

a water - cooled crucible is a convenient means of extending the range of 
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properties available for special applications. However, for most of the more 

reactive metals, useful products cannot be prepared at all without the aid of 

a chilled crucible in the melting step. In either case, the advantage is gained 

only by accepting a potentially dangerous melting condition and an unfavorable 

environment for solidification that promotes a coarse, directionally oriented 

structure, sometimes microscopically inhomogeneous or segregated. 

The hazard arises because of the proximity of molten metal to water. 

If a crucible is pierced during melting and water is mixed with the molten 

metal, steam certainly will be formed, there will probably be some water 

decomposition, the decomposition products may then recombine, and a direct 

reaction may occur between the hot metal and the water or its components. 

Any one of these events can take place with destructive violence. The steam 

formation and decomposition probably occur to some extent whenever molten 

metal and water are mixed. The seriousness of the consequences should be 

1:wet l to increase at high melting temperatures and when large quantities 

et molten metal are involved, although these are not the only factors to be 

considered (6, 21). An explosive flash fire can accompany the recombination 

of oxygen and hydrogen only when the gases escape from the furnace under a 

certain range of conditions, but the chance that the necessary conditions will 

pr: ,ß.ï1 seems to be significant. Like the steam formation, some sort of 

direct reaction with metal probably occurs in every case, but the effect is 

known to be dangerous only when titanium or zirconium is involved. In 
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melting these two metals during the years 1954 to 1957, furnace explosions 

caused seven industrial fatalities, many lesser injuries, and much property 

damage. 

The urgency of the explosion situation stimulated studies of heat bal- 

ance abnormalities (25), trials of alternative crucible cooling schemes (10, 

14, 16), and attempts to devise protective design criteria and safe operating 

procedures (12). The third of these approaches was pursued most vigorously 

and provided the first and most expeditious resolution of the problem. Conse- 

quently, most large -scale arc - melting furnaces now are characterized by 

elaborate safety interlocks, remote operating stations, blast barriers, and 

explosion vents. Stringent control of operating procedures has sharply re- 

duced the incidence of explosions, and the consequences of those that still 

occur have been minimized effectively by the "brute- force" features. Suc- 

cess in relieving the explosion hazard also has relieved the economic incen- 

tive to understand the details of heat balance in ingot -crucible systems. 

f J veï tt1tless, investigations of the subject have continued at a reduced rate 

of progress (8). 

Implicit in the foregoing introductory remarks is a desire for at least 

two improvements in the arc melting process: (a) amelioration of the thermal 

conditions of metal solidification to modify the metallurgical structure of 

arc- melted products without sacrificing the advantages of a cold mold; and 

(b) greater assurance of safety in consumable- electrode arc melting by 
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designing crucibles to withstand better the conditions that lead to failure. 

Prerequisite to either goal is a guiding knowledge of the relevant thermal 

details. Accordingly, the main intent in the study to be reported here was 

to acquire some supplementary insight by mathematically examining the in- 

process temperature distribution of a hypothetical ingot as a boundary -value 

problem. The mathematical treatment will follow a review of germane 

characteristics that have been observed for real ingots. 
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EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS 

Data pertinent to temperature distributions in arc melts are fragmen- 

tary. Much of the evidence is in the form of indirect inferrences or inciden- 

tal observations. Perhaps the most extensive type of information available 

concerns the shape and size of the isothermal molten -pool boundary formed 

under various conditions. In fact, it was a discovery that large molten pools 

existed under some arc - melting conditions that encouraged the development 

of the cold -mold arc casting technique (7). In early pool -shape studies (5), 

the interface was often delineated by dropping a small amount of an alloying 

metal into the pool at the same time that arc -melting power was terminated. 

Then, a longitudinal cross section of the ingot usually could be differentially 

stained by an etchant to reveal an outline of the terminal pool. Later, after 

casting became practicable, it was often convenient to pour out the liquid 

pool and examine the shape of the solid "skull" left behind. A variety of pool 

shapes revealed in these ways is illustrated in figures one through 18. 

Some parameters known to influence the size and shape of ingot pools 

for a specific metal are pressure, current, melting rate, and ingot - crucible 

dimensions. Of these, the first three are not entirely independent. For 

example, the melting rate attainable at a fixed current is a complicated 

function of pressure (24). Hence, the dependence of pool size on arc - melting 

pressure is even more complicated because it includes independent effects as 



Figure 1. - Ti alloy ingot. Crucible diam: 14 in. Arc current: 12,500 amp. Furnace 
atmosphere: less than 100 millibar, inert gas. 
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Figure 2. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 2,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 900 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 4. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 3,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 3. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 2,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 5. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 2,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 900 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 
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Figure 6. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 2,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 8. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 2,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 900 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 7. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 2,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: less than 100 
millibar, inert gas. 

Figure 9. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 4, 000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: less than 100 
millibar, inert gas. 
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Figure 10. - Zr alloy casting skulls. Crucible diam: tapered, 8.5 in average. Arc 
current: 8, 000 amp. Furnace atmosphere: less than 1 millibar, inert 
gas. Electrode diam: 6, 4.38, and 3 in. (left to right). 
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Figure 11. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 4, 000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 13. Ti alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 10 in. Arc current: 6,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 12. Ti alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 9 in. Arc current: 5,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: less than 100 
millibar, inert gas. 

Figure 14. Ti alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 10 in Arc current: 10, 000 
amp. Furnace atmosphere: less than 
100 millibar, inert gas. 
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Figure 15. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 5,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 900 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 17. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 5,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 16. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 6, 000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 900 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 

Figure 18. Zr alloy ingot. Crucible 
diam: 8 in. Arc current: 6,000 amp. 
Furnace atmosphere: about 330 mil- 
libar, inert gas. 
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well as the dependent effects. Actually, none of the controlling factors seem 

to operate in a simple way (23). At specified arc current and pressure, the 

pool volume is maximum at some optimum crucible diameter 1. Similarly, 

for a specific pressure in a particular crucible, pool volume passes through 

a maximum as current is increased. The melting rate is very closely re- 

lated to arc current (24) and has a similar effect on pool volume. 

In conjunction with pool volume measurements, some calorimetric 

measurements have been made of the total heat contained in various molten 

pools in order to estimate an average temperature for the molten metal (4, 

23). Temperatures thus defined tend to approach an upper limit as either arc 

current or crucible diameter is increased. For titanium, with a melting 

point of about 1,660° C, the limit seems to be about 2,200 to 2,300° C. 

As an arc melt proceeds and ingot length increases, metal underlying 

the molten surface freezes and the liquid -solid interface advances from the 

outer cooled surfaces inward. This is the way casting skulls are formed and 

it is apparent that in essence the metal is really melted in a self- formed 

"crucible." Furthermore, as the solidified metal cools, it shrinks away 

from the crucible wall. Thus, good thermal contact can be expected only at 

the top rim of an ingot where the temperature is high and heat transfer is 

most intense. 

1Strictly, the filled depth of crucible should probably be considered also. 
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The statements of the preceding paragraph are intuitively justifiable 

(19) but they are also supported by experience. The simplest evidence of 

shrinkage is measurement of the as -cast diameter. Sometimes, by examina- 

tion of lapped and folded metal on the outside of a casting skull, it is apparent 

that a hole was melted through the skull wall at a point below the pool surface, 

so that the molten pool was tapped and liquid flowed into the space between the 

skull and crucible. Such an event could not happen of course, unless there 

were a shrinkage gap. After melting an ingot in vacuum, the cooling of the 

ingot can be greatly accelerated by admitting helium to the furnace. If the 

exit temperature of the crucible cooling water is monitored during the pro- 

cedure, a sudden and marked increase of the water temperature can be ob- 

served coincident with the injection of helium. The reason for the increase 

is conduction of heat across the shrinkage gap by helium. If the ingot and 

crucible were in firm contact, there would be no significant change. 

On a few occasions, small -scale furnaces have been fitted with trans- 

parent crucible jackets so that the outside surfaces of the crucible walls were 

visible through the cooling water during an arc melting cycle. This provided 

evidence that major heat transfer takes place through a band at the level of 

the ingot top by revealing intense formation of steam bubbles at the crucible - 

water interface in just such a banded pattern. The same inferrence results 

from the use of thermocouples to measure the longitudinal temperature profile 

along the outside of a copper crucible during melting. In one group of expert- 
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ments while arc melting titanium (25) , the temperature distribution had a 

maximum at about one inch below the molten pool surface, and a half -width 

of about two inches. 

Most recently, heat fluxes through ingot - crucible interfaces were cal- 

culated as a function of distance below the tops of ingots (8) . Calculations 

were based on experimental measurement of the total rate of heat transfer to 

a segregated section of the crucible as an ingot was allowed to grow progres- 

sively into the zone. This work provided a direct indication that the heat 

flux through crucible walls during arc melting is maximum near the ingot 

top. For eight- inch -diameter zirconium ingots, the maximum heat flux was 

about 3. 5 x 10 -5 cal. /cm2 /sec. , but the exact position of the maximum and 

the half -width of the distribution were variable. These measurements will be 

referred to again in the section of this report on Applications and Recommenda- 

tions. 
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A PROBLEM SOLUTION 

The idealized situation to be envisaged here is a gravity flow of molten 

metal, as from an electrode during consumable - electrode arc melting, into a 

cylindrical crucible of water -cooled copper. The longitudinal axis of the 

crucible is vertical and the metal enters from the top which is open. Con- 

sistent with the observations previously described, the liquid conforms to 

the cylindrical shape, then progressively solidifies upward from the bottom 

and inward from the sides while more metal is added from above until a 

desired length of ingot is obtained. It will be assumed that the incoming 

metal enters the solidifying body at the center of the top face. 

The applicable equations are: 

where 0 is temperature, t is time, Q is heat flow per unit area, is 

diffusivity, and , is thermal conducticity. 

The geometry of the problem warrants the use of cylindrical polar co- 

ordinates (r, , z). The origin will be taken at the center of the top circu- 

lar cylinder face, and the positive direction of z will be downward. Equation 

(1) becomes: 

(3) 
3 e ©a a 

r a "f- "f- 
- -f" 4z 

(1) -- = o u a _ - ve at dt 
G 

6 4.1e 

t 
t 
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However, because of the symmetry of the problem, there will be no angular 

temperature gradient and the second term on the right drops out: 

_ ¡ r. 
°L 

As a guide to possible solution of this equation, consider some features 

to be expected for the temperature distribution under usual arc - melting condi- 

tions. Metal from the electrode enters the ingot at an approximately constant 

temperature (the melting point or slightly above) and at an essentially con- 

stant rate. Temperature gradients are established radially inward and longi- 

tudinally upward commensurate with a loss of heat to the walls and bottom 

of the crucible. The temperature at top center is constant and the distribu- 

tion of temperature across the top surface is affected only slightly, if at all, 

by the length of ingot. The temperature at top center is represented by Qo 

in Figure 19. At the bottom center of an ingot of length , (i.e. at z = J1 ), 

the temperature is o1 <00. Then as the ingot grows to a length .P2> ,e the 

bottom temperature decreases to 02 <01 <00. However, if 02 were a value 

such as 02, then the locus of bottom temperatures would curve downward and 

there would necessarily be some upper limit of allowable ingot lengths. In 

practice, no such limitation is known, so 02 must really be some value such 

T 

as 02 so that the locus of bottom temperatures curves upward enough to avoid 

a z --axis intercept. In this case, there is no limit on J , but the bottom tem- 

peratures asymptotically approach a lower limit as ,e increases. Thus, 

= ß 
U t - -r 4-r 

,4 

B 
\ d L 
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Longitudinal distance 

Figure 19. - Qualitative trend of longitudinal temperature§ in an arc- .melted 

ingot. 
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unless the behavior is pathological, the temperature at some point z = z' must 

increase as the length increases from J to /2. It is also apparent that 

the effect of the difference in length must disappear at z = 0 if 00 is to be con- 

stant. For example, the expected behavior is exhibited by the functional form 

00 fexP -b(z/FT ) q 

0. + Amin.; For any z = z', the form increases as .Q increases; And at z =.( 

the form asymptotically approaches Amin. as becomes large. 

In addition to an exponential relationship, several other functional forms 

can be conceived to satisfy qualitatively the particular asymptotic behavior il- 

lustrated in Figure 19. One other form is: A = Ao/ C (z //T ) + zo] + 
emin. 

In general, others are more complicated. The reader is invited to examine 

the possibilities for himself. Despite the chance that some likelihood was 

overlooked, an essential feature of the forms considered in connection with this 

report was the inevitable involvement of the variables z and ,Q as a ratio 

za/ ,Q b = u. So far, there seems to be rather strong support for introducing 

the quantity u as a new variable. However, the new variable can be further 

simplified by arbitrarily choosing a/b = 2. Having narrowed the definition of 

u down to this point, regardless of the functional form imagined for 0, it will 

become apparent that substitution of the new variable into the differential 

equation automatically leads, in the due course of solution, to the conclusion 

that the proper form for the z- dependence of O is exponential rather than 

hyperbolic, parabolic or any of the other asymptotic forms. 

+ Amin. At z = 0, the form reduces to C 

J 

( 

, 
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If the ingot length grows at a constant rate k , there is a parametric 

relationship between the time t and the length J 

-J2 t 

Making this substitution in equation CI), 

Ls) 

Now because an interdependence between the variables z and .Q should 

be expected, introduce a new variable, u = zi\PC , By also assuming that 

0(r, z, R(r) U(u) Omin. equation becomes 

u clITT d 

Tt: )TJ 

alfZ 4_ I R 

R ' 41- 

The variables are separated in equation (.§.) and the equality can be 

valid only if each side has the same constant value. Consider first the 

r-dependenoe: 

R 
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If m is zero, there are two possibilities. Either both the first and second 

derivatives of R are zero also, or 

dl 

R 

R 
c,oAstavIt 

Ccov\stavit) -r 

Neither result is generally realistic for the present problem. In the former 

case, the absence of a radial temperature gradient is indicated where one is 

known to exist, and in the latter case, the magnitudes of the temperature and 

its gradient become infinite in the limit of zero r. If the sign of the third 

term in equation (1) is chosen positive, the result is a zero -order Bessel 

equation. If the negative sign is used, the form is that of a zero-order "modi- 

fied" Bessel equation. Possible solutions include Bessel functions of the first 

and second kinds, Jn(x) and Yn(x), and modified Bessel functions of the first 

and second kinds, In(x) and Kn(x), in the respective cases. These functions 

are widely tabulated, graphed, and expressed in various functional forms. 

Reference to such a compilation (1) quickly eliminates the possibility of 

modified Bessel function solutions. I0(x) is zero at x = 0, and then increases 

as x increases. As applied to the problem under discussion here, this would 
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mean that temperature increased radially outward from the center. K0(x) 

has the desirable behavior of decreasing as x increases, but unfortunately it 

is infinite at x = O. Thus, only when the positive sign is selected does equation 

(D have physically acceptable solutions. That is, the conditions of the prob- 

lem require that each side of equation (6) be negative. Even so, a solution in 

terms of Bessel functions must also be restricted. Yo(x) becomes negatively 

infinite near x = 0, and the corresponding term in the possible solution must 

be eliminated. Only a term in Jo(x) is left. More specifically, for the form 

in which equation (7) is written, 

(TO - 0 6 

It is significant that Jo(0) = 1, but for mr>0 the function is oscillatory and 

useful solutions to the present problem are obtained only for mr<2.4048, the 

first zero point for Jo(mr). 

Now, resume consideration of the u- dependence. From equation L6): 

or 
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It is enlightening to digress temporarily from the problem at hand to the 

related problem of the steady -state distribution of temperature maintained in 

a preformed ingot by the heating effect of an arc from a non -consumable 

electrode. In this case, equation (1) reduces to the Laplace equation, 

(2) 

= 0, and equation (8) reduces to: 

This is a familiar form with a solution: 

(22) U T-70 E- 447-] 

where a corresponding term with a positive exponent has been eliminated to 

avoid a solution that increases as u increases, contrary to known behavior. 

The differential equation (§) is linear, of order two, and homogeneous. 

It would be very helpful to apply a transformation which would eliminate the 

first derivative. Indeed, this can be done by means of the formula: 

- 

where A is an arbitrary constant, V is the new variable (a function of u) , and 

P(u) is the functional form multiplying U' when the equation is written as in 

(8a). Thus, in this instance, 
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Substituting (11) and its derivatives into (8a), and employing considerable 

algebraic simplification, 
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which is entirely analogous to O and has a solution: 
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As in (10), a second term with a positive exponent has been discarded because 

it is physically unacceptable. According to (11): 
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It is also advantageous to make a substitution for the rarely tabulated 

diffusivity, oc , in terms of the more familiar thermal conductivity, . An 

appropriate comparison of equations O and (2) shows that 1/04.. = cp/ 

where is density and cp is specific heat at constant pressure. Therefore, 

L?) e = eo T Cm "r) 12/4í°" -- 
C 
Cy,,,l - ____) Z 

J.} 
+ á 

VI tAt 8 A1 

To further refine the solution, first select Amin = 300° K because are 

melting crucibles are normally water cooled, the water temperature is an 

ultimate minimum for the ingot bottom temperature in the case of an infinitely 

long ingot, and the cooling water should typically be delivered at a tempera- 

ture reasonably near 300° 
° 

K. Next, examine the distribution of temperature 

across the top of an ingot. That is, take z = 0, so A = A0J0(mr) + Amin. 

The temperature at the outer edge of the molten pool, r = D/2 where D is the 

pool diameter, is the melting point of the metal involved. It was previously 

noted that Jo(0) = 1, so it is clear that Ao + Amin is the temperature at the 

top center position, and the temperature at the top outside edge, Amp 

00J0(mD /2) + Amin' is some appropriate fraction of Ao + In practice, 

it is doubtful that the top center temperature could exceed the boiling point of 

the metal. Thus, Ao < Abp - Amin and Jo( D/2) > (Amp - Amin) /(Abp - Amin) 

But r = D/2 specifies the maximum extent of the pool, so the lower limit on 

Jo (mD /2) corresponds to an upper limit on mr. For metals, the melting and 

boiling points are generally such that this restriction of mr is more severe 
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(and certainly less arbitrary) than the previously imposed limit mr<2.4048. 

Besides the limitations resulting from boiling point considerations, the 

quantity m must be defined to satisfy at least two other requirements. First, 

m must have dimensions of reciprocal distance so that the arguments of both 

the Bessel- function and exponential factors of equation (17) will be dimension- 

less. Second, only by an appropriate choice of m is there still an opportunity 

to reflect the fact that there are certain qualitatively known dependences of 

both the radial and longitudinal temperature gradients upon the relative diame- 

ter of the molten pool, It will become apparent in subsequent sample calcu- 

lations that a definition m = sD /X2, where s is a dimensionless factor and X 

is the diameter of the melting crucible, is satisfactory. Consequently, the 

evaluation by trial computations of the functional behavior of equation (17) 

that was a source of the definition will not be repeated here. With m replaced, 

equation (17) becomes: 
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TRIAL CALCULATIONS 

It is expedient to become more specific and the example of the metal 

zirconium will be used. In this case, with a melting point of 2,125° K and a 

normal boiling point of 4,688° K (15), it is necessary that Jo(sDr /X2) > 0.416 

for r < D /2. A convenient and sufficiently close value is Jo (1.5) _ 0.512, so 

in the absence of more definite boundary conditions, it will be assumed that 

sD2 /X2 = 3. Therefore, at the edge of the molten pool, 

2, 125° K = Amp = 0. 512 00 + Amin and 00 = 1, 825° K /0. 512 -#443,565° K. The 

corresponding top center temperature is 3,865° K which is below the boiling 

point for zirconium at pressures above a value somewhere between 10 and 100 

torr. 

It is also useful to evaluate the factor Ì cp/ A for zirconium: 

= 6.4 g /cm3 

cp = 7.27 cal /mol / °K = 7.97 x 10 -2 cal /g / °K (22, p. 140) 

and 
= 0.2 watt /cm / °K = 8.4 cal /cm /sec / °K (13, table 4g - 8) 

So, /, (6.4) (8. 0) 10 -2 cal /cm3 / °K = 6. 1 x 10 -2 sec /cm2. 
1 8.4 cal /cm /sec / °K 

Now, if s, D, X, .. , and K were known, it would be possible to calcu- 

late values of r and z corresponding to the molten pool boundary by setting 

A = Amp. Actually, any common combination of D, X, and may be select- 

ed for a trial calculation, and <. is an experimentally observable quantity. 

p cp ti 

.0 
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It is usually between 0.01 and 0. 1 cm /sec for zirconium arc - melted ingots 

with diameters of six to ten inches. For any particular set of D and X values, 

the assumed condition that sD2 /X2 = 3 automatically provides a value for s. 

So, the possibility of the desired calculation is not too remote after all. Inci- 

dentally, it should be remembered that el/ is the reciprocal of the melting 

time measured in seconds. 

Results of one set of trial calculations are displayed in Table 1 and in 

Figure 20. The trial conditions were D = X = = 20 cm or 30 cm, s = 3, and 

áC = 0.01 or 0.1 cm /sec of zirconium. Under these conditions, it is evident 

that changes of X. or X have relatively minor effects. The influence of varia- 

tions in ingot length should be no more pronounced because the quantity ,Q 

enters the formulation in a manner corresponding to the inverse of at . The 

molten pools delineated are surprisingly similar to those actually observed in 

a few specific instances as illustrated in figures one through eight, but more 

generally real molten pools are somewhat deeper. A logical next step is an 

exploration of changes in the trial conditions conducive to greater depths of 

the molten pools. 

The coefficients in equation (18) that involve e. and .Q are small quan- 

tities, in the order of 10 -4 or 10 -5 cm -2. For this reason, it is not surprising 

that the influence of è( and , should be weak, and it is clear that the only way 

to effect significant changes of the calculated temperature distribution is 

through the quantity m = sD /X2. It is the nature of equation (18) that an in- 

.Q 
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TABLE 1. - Melting -point Isotherms (Pool Boundaries) Calculated From 
Equation (18) for Zirconium Ingots, D = X, ,Q = X, s = 3. 

X b 3 r/X r/X z/,Q = z/X 

20 cm 0.01 cm 0 0 0.26 
sec 

20 0.01 0.3 0.1 0.20 
20 0.01 0.6 0.2 0.17 
20 0.01 0.9 0.3 0.18 
20 0.01 1.2 0.4 0.14 
20 0.01 1.5 0.5 0 

20 0.1 0 0 0,22 
20 0,1 0.3 0.1 0.21 
20 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.19 
20 0,1 0.9 0.3 0.16 
20 0.1 1.2 0.4 0.10 
20 0.1 1.5 0.5 0 

30 0. 1 0 0 0.22 
30 0.1 0,6 0.2 0.19 
30 0.1 1.2 0.4 0.18 
30 0.1 1.5 0.5 0 
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crease of X alone causes the calculated pool to become deeper at the center, 

but also narrower in relation to the new value of X. Inversely, an increase 

of D alone causes the calculated pool to become broader and shallower. How- 

ever, these predictions ignore concommitant changes of s. As X increases 

with D fixed, s can increase within whatever limitation has been imposed on 

m because of boiling -point considerations, and as D increases with X fixed, s 

must be decreased in order to maintain conformance with the same limit. 

When the combined effect is considered, it is discovered that an increase of 

D coupled with a decrease of s has the desired effect of increasing the pre- 

dicted pool depth as well as its breadth. But in the previous trial conditions, 

D was already as large as X, so if D is to be increased further, it must be- 

come a virtual concept. That is, in reality the molten pool cannot be larger 

in diameter than the crucible in which it is contained, yet it seems appropri- 

ate to calculate the depth of that pool by imagining that it would extend beyond 

the crucible wall if the wall were not there. This simply means that the cru- 

cible wall is a discontinuous bound for the function describing the molten pool 

contour and the molten metal in contact with the crucible wall will have a 

varying degree of superheat above the melting point. 

Calculations based on a second set of trial conditions are summarized 

in Table 2 and in Figure 21. In this case, X = 20 cm, D = 2 v X, , =X/2, 

X, or 2X, s 1/4, and .. = 0.1 cm /sec of zirconium. The slight effect of 

variations in is demonstrated here rather than relying on inferrence as 

3 , 

A 



TABLE 2. - Melting -point (Pool Boundaries) Calculated From - - 

Equation (18) for Zirconium Ingots, C= 20 cm, D = 2 a X, 
o= 1/4, K-7,-. 0. 1 cm /sec 

Ó /x rò-- r/2X 

1/2 0 

1/2 0,2 
1/2 0.4 
1/2 0.6 
1/2 0.8 
1/2 1.5 
1 0 

1 0.2 
1 0.4 
1 0.6 
1 0.8 
1 1,5 
2 0 

2 0,2 
2 0,4 
2 0.6 
2 0.8 
2 1.5 

r/X z/X -'- ''^ ' 

0 1,45 0.73 
0.133 1.43 0.72 
0.267 }3' 1.37 0.69 
0.400 I'86 0.63 
0.533 J3' 1.10 0.55 

rs, 0 0 

0 0,75 0.75 
0.133 r31 0.74 0.74 
0.267 IT 0.70 0.70 
0.400 J3^ 0.65 0,65 
0.533 rgl 0.56 0.56 

v u 0 0 

0 0.38 0.76 
0.133 5' 0.38 0.75 
0.267 Ty% 0,36 0.72 
0.400 0,34 0.66 
0.533 r-s1 0.22 0.44 

]3' O 0 
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Figure 21. - Scale representations of molten pools specified in Table 2. 
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in the previous calculation. As before, the resulting pool outlines are remi- 

niscent of some experiences (for example, note figures nine and ten) , but 

there still seems to be a lack of generality, despite encouraging evidence of 

proper direction, and perhaps even a bracketing of reality. 

Very likely a cause of the deficiencies manifest in the trial calculations 

of molten pool shapes is related to the existence of barriers to heat flow at 

ingot -crucible interfaces. It has been implicitly assumed that the flow of 

heat away from the top center position of the ingot is without restriction other 

than the inherent thermal resistance of the metal. Actually, there is a ther- 

mal barrier associated with every physical interface. If such a barrier is 

high enough, it can completely overshadow the thermal conductivity within a 

metal: The heat redistributes itself within the metal freely enough, but it is 

inhibited from penetrating the surface of the volume involved. A need to in- 

clude consideration of surface barrier effects is evinced by recalling the ob- 

servation that good physical contact with the crucible wall is maintained only 

near the top of an ingot where molten metal extends to the full diameter of 

the crucible. Along lower parts of the crucible wall, the metal has cooled, 

solidified, and shrunk away so that an insulating space is interposed, especial- 

ly if melting is being done in vacuum. For simple right circular cylinders, 

a reasonably firm contact is probably maintained across the bottom surfaces 

of most ingots. Consequently, the transverse flow of heat is affected much 

more than the longitudinal flow. In terms of temperature, the net effect is a 
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disproportionate decrease of the radial temperature gradient in those sections 

of ingots where the lateral surface barrier is high. 

The derivation of equation (lß) can be modified to account for surface 

barriers in an approximate way without too much difficulty. Referring back 

to equation () , the existence of a constant barrier at all surfaces could be ac- 

comodated by replacing oC with a larger constant. No marked changes ensue 

in later stages of derivation. Similarly, a high surface barrier to radial heat 

flow could be approximated by including an additional multiplicative factor in 

the first term on the right side of equation (5). This factor, f, would most 

generally be a function of both r and z. From a value of one at r = 0, it would 

tend to increase at larger radii until it became discontinuous at r = X /2. 

Longitudinally, where the sidewall barrier was no higher than the general 

level for all of the ingot surface, f would equal the unit constant for all 

r < X /2, but where the barrier exceeded the background level, f would vary 

from one up to a maximum that would become infinite in the limit of an infi- 

nite thermal barrier at the surface. The effect of the factor, for a given 

longitudinal gradient of temperature, would be to force a reduction of the 

radial temperature gradient in the interior of the ingot in order to preserve 

the equality expressed by equation (5). 

To indicate the sort of changes in results that might be expected because 

of including thermal barriers in the treatment of the problem, imagine f to be 

representable by an "average" of its true values over the radius of an ingot. 
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Then suppose that f is a stepped function of z such that f = 1 for a short range 

of z near the top of the ingot, and for all larger z, f = T= constant. This 

should not be a bad approximation as long as the lateral thermal barrier is 

not too extreme. Under these conditions, calculations may be made in two 

parts. In the region where f is one, the formulation as previously derived is 

still applicable. For the remainder of the ingot, the modification of equation 

(5) by the insertion of T is required. Following through the successive mathe- 

matical manipulations, the factor appears as a multiplier of the third term on 

the left of equation (8) and it finally emerges in equations (16) and (17) as a 

multiplier of m. So, it has become evident that an adjustment to account for 

the lateral barrier could have been made by just increasing m in the original 

equation rather than introducing f. But this is what was done in the calcula- 

tions of Table 2 and Figure 21. Because observable molten pools inevitably 

reflect the actual conditions under which they were formed, including the 

existence of thermal barriers, attempts to fit equation constants to observed 

pool shapes automatically compensate for the barriers. That is, essentially 

the same adjustment was attempted in two different ways. It is gratifying 

that the same course was indicated in each case. Nevertheless, two new 

ideas have resulted from the explicit consideration of the surface barriers. 

It is now apparent that the quantity s as originally introduced in equation (18) 

should be strongly dependent on the magnitude and variability of the thermal 
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barrier at ingot surfaces2. This leads to the notion that calculations of 

molten pool contours be done piecewise, using different surface barriers in 

different sections of the ingot. A possible result of such a treatment is shown 

in Figure 22. If there is a discontinuous change of the lateral thermal barrier 

as imagined above, there would be a corresponding discontinuity of the molten 

pool boundary. In reality, even if the quantity f may be represented by con- 

stant average values on each side of the transition region, the transition must 

be smooth and continuous. The broken part of the pool outline in Figure 22 is 

an attempt to simulate the effect of a smooth transition of the thermal barrier 

at the surface. The overall result is similar to the examples in Figures 15 

through 18. 

To continue the development of a model of the temperature distributions 

in arc melted ingots would require a detailed study of thermal barrier varia- 

tions, a search (probably by trial and error) for factors f (r, z) that would 

suitably represent the variation of the thermal barrier, and a consequent 

modification of the derivation and its results, Since an adequate study of the 

thermal barriers may be extremely difficult, certainly impractical, and lack- 

ing in generality, it would be well to test quantitatively the predictions of the 

approximation already derived, using the sort of assumptions on which 

Figure 22 is based. If good agreement were obtained from comparison of 

2s probably depends also on quantities like arc current and electrode size. 
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Figure 22. - Scale representation of a possible molten pool based on a com- 
posite model with major radial transfer of heat through the 
ingot wall above the line AA'. 
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observed and calculated pool depths at the centers and near the sidewalls of 

ingots, it might even be possible to work backward from the pool contours at 

intermediate radii to learn something about the nature, magnitude, and varia- 

tions of thermal barriers in the region of transition. Unfortunately, experi- 

mental data presently available are not complete enough for a satisfactory 

test, so final verification will have to wait. 
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DISCUSSION 

The essence of this presentation is contained in equation (18) and some 

comments on weaknesses in its derivation should be made. Assumptions of 

qualitative significance to the final relationship were made when the variable 

u was introduced and when the quantity m was defined. 

Arbitrariness was involved in defining u when the ratio of exponents, 

a /b, was chosen equal to two. Actually this selection is the simplest choice 

that could have been made. In case a/b = 1, then the ingot bottom tempera- 

ture (i. e. for z = J ) would have a constant value regardless of the ingot 

length, ,Q . In case a/b < 1, the relationship between ingot bottom tempera- 

ture and J would have the wrong curvature (see Figure 19) . Thus only 

a/b > 1 is allowable and the first integer value, namely two, in the allowed 

range is the most expedient choice. The choice has been retained simply 

because subsequent trial manipulations failed to indicate a need to refine the 

value, If such a need should become apparent, a change can be made at the 

expense of added mathematical complexity. 

The definition of m is not as defensible. In fact, its physical meaning 

is not too clear. Not enough is experimentally known about the radial tem- 

perature distribution to permit an analysis of the sort used to introduce u as 

a variable. So, it was not possible at the outset to introduce a composite 

variable involving D, X, and r. Yet, it is known that X and D must somehow 

be involved in the solution. The definition used for m is dimensionally 
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correct and provides for properly directed variation of a in response to 

changes of D, X, and r. It is interesting that for the condition D = X, m = 

sD /X2 is proportional to the ratio of ingot surface area to ingot volume (or 

circumference to cross - section area), s/4 being the proportionality factor. 

It follows that m might correspond to an analogous "effective" ratio when D 

becomes an abstraction. That is, the numerator of the ratio might become 

the circumferential area that could, at the melting point, conduct away the 

same heat that is in reality conducted away by a smaller area at higher tem- 

perature. This conjecture is consistent with the previous observation that 

the factor s is closely related somehow to the thermal barrier at the ingot 

surface. It is also evident that a high thermal barrier (or the corresponding 

high temperature at the ingot surface) requires a low value for s and a high 

value for D to keep m within reason. Beyond these suggestive comments on 

the general nature of the quantity m, the reader is asked simply to accept its 

definition temporarily on the condition that the entire result stand the test of 

subsequent comparison with experiment. 

The quantities X, , ' , cp, \ , and are all system parame- 

ters and their specification defines the boundary conditions of the problem. 

Some of these conditions are uncertain, but the consequences are all quanti- 

tative and the nature of the fundamental dependence is not changed. As more 

reliable boundary condition values become available, the solution constants 

may be adjusted readily. During development of the solution, there arose 

J¿ .Q 
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also certain possibilities that are mathematically allowable but physically 

unrealistic. The rejection of these possibilities is just another way of im- 

posing boundary conditions and it does not affect the validity of the alterna- 

tives that were retained. 
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APPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A start has been made in formulating a mathematical model for the 

thermal conditions in arc -melted, cylindrical ingots, but much work has been 

left undone. Even at its present stage of development, the model has out- 

stripped information available for its evaluation. Experiments need to be 

specifically designed to test predictions of the model. Pool shape determi- 

nations are probably still the most convenient type of study, but they must be 

regulated and instrumented more carefully than in the past. It is necessary to 

know not only the pool shape produced, but also in as much detail as possible, 

the conditions of formation. The various controlling conditions should be 

deliberately varied to cause the widest possible variation of pool shapes. It 

would be especially useful to know the effects of changing the character of 

ingot- crucible thermal contact while still keeping track of geometrical factors 

and power input conditions. Any clues to the corresponding distribution of 

temperature or heat flow at any of the ingot surfaces would be a bonus of 

information. 

Meanwhile, not all aspects of model development need to wait. For ex- 

ample, it should be interesting to consider modifications of formulation neces- 

sary for application to other ingot shapes. Some ingots currently are being 

produced with oval cross sections and predictions about the related pool 

shapes might be instructive. Consideration of other possibilities could 

reveal a potential for improving the solidification environment by a simple 
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change of geometry. The question of the proper mathematical manifestation 

of thermal surface barriers is worthy of more thought even without experi- 

mental guidance. Finally, maybe the form of equation (18) can be simplified 

by a semi - empirical approximation. Perhaps the Bessel Function part can 

be replaced by a cosine function, since the Bessel Function must be restricted 

below its first zero anyway, and the exponential factor might be simplified on 

the basis of domination by the quantity m. 

Unresolved doubts about the formulation should not be allowed com- 

pletely to deter use of the viewpoint generated. Although predictions based 

on the proposed model must be tentatively applied, there is a reasonable 

chance of fruitfully guiding efforts to develop variations of the arc melting 

process. Such applications incidentally and inevitably serve as further tests 

of the model and contribute to the growth of the model too. Relative to the 

alteration of solidification conditions, equilibrium will be approached most 

closely if a small molten pool is maintained and freezing occurs as fast as 

metal is added to the pool. This tendency will be encouraged, according to 

the present model, by the best possible ingot - crucible contact and the highest 

possible rate of heat removal. In contrast, the greatest deviation from 

equilibrium solidification conditions are likely when the major portion of an 

ingot remains molten during the melting cycle, but is rapidly quenched when 

melting is completed. A high surface barrier to heat flow should be- expected 

to cause the large molten pool but it would not be conducive to a rapid 
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quenching action. Thus, if non -equilibrium solidification is sought, a para- 

dox must be resolved, A similar paradox complicates a choice of safest 

conditions. In one sense, it seems logical to seek a low heat flux through the 

crucible wall. This might be achieved by a high surface barrier. But the 

surface barrier would act as an insulating layer with a high temperature dif- 

ferential across it, and if something suddenly happened to destroy the barrier, 

the crucible wall would suddenly be in contact with superheated metal and 

temporarily subjected to a higher heat flux than would be demanded by main- 

taining good thermal contact and a low thermal barrier all along. 

Insight from the problem solution presented leads also to some tentative 

conclusions about the influence of a covering slag on the thermal condition of 

ingots. In this case, the slag should be expected to coat the ingot sidewalls. 

This would increase the thermal barrier near the top of the sidewall where 

good ingot -crucible contact normally exists. However, over most of the ingot 

surface, the thermal barrier would be decreased relative to the vacuum gap 

usually existing. From the viewpoint of the subject model, the net effect 

should be broader, shallower molten pools. An immediately apparent conse- 

quence should be a more prominent longitudinal component of the direction of 

solidification, because the metal freezes in the direction normal to the liquid - 

solid interface. 

As a final example of utility, implications of the thermal model will be 

examined in the context on the work cited at the end of the Empirical Obser- 
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vations section of this report. The experimentation included calculations of 

heat fluxes through ingot - crucible interfaces as a function of distance below 

the tops of ingots. Calculations were based on experimental measurement of 

the total rate of heat transfer to a particular section of the crucible as an 

ingot was allowed to grow progressively into the zone. For each increment, 

pR , of ingot growth there is a corresponding increase, Q A, of the ingot 

sidewall area within the zone of measurement and an incremental addition, 

(dQ/dt)av PA, to the total rate of heat transfer, If the increment AA is 

finite, an average value of the differential heat flux over the increment should 

be used. 

The differential heat flux for an infinitesimal interval is defined by 

equation 0. In this equation, if heat flux only in a particular direction is 

sought, only the component of the temperature gradient in that direction need 

be on the right side of the equation. Thus, in the present instance, 

Q/ cf t = r ^ ( U 8/ d r) . 

The measurements made in the experiments under discussion corres- 

ponded to: A 
d 

t 
Aa n 

where the areas A and Ao corresponded to ingot lengths .Q and X o, and be- 

cause a constant rate of ingot growth was maintained, both the areas and 

lengths were proportional to times. Measurements were then plotted 

used 
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graphically as functions of time (proportional to area) and the curves obtained 

were differentiated to get differential heat fluxes, et Q/ . t. However, it is 

conceivable that the results could lack reproducibility and consistency if the 

differential heat flux depended critically on the choice of initial length, 
6 

, 

so consider what the present result has to say about the situation. 

From equations L) and (18 ), using the fact that the derivative of a zero 

order Bessel Function is the negative of the corresponding first order Bessel 

Function, 

(Q 

Go X X 3-1(s 44-Pt- 8 LE 
--Cs 

X 

In other words, the functional dependence of the heat flux on the length of 

ingot is the same as the dependence of temperature on length. As a typical 

example of the magnitude of the dependence, a calculation with equation (19) 

under the conditions applicable to the results in Table 2 readily shows that at 

a depth, z = 10 cm, an increase of ingot length from 20 to 40 cm causes a 

decrease of the differential heat flux amounting to about one percent, This 

corresponds to an equal relative increase of temperature and a decrease of 

temperature gradient at the same depth, In a strict sense, the results of 

experimental heat flux studies do depend on the length of ingot used as a 

starting point, but the magnitude of the error introduced by ignoring this 

dependence is quite negligible for practical purposes. 

X -) i 

,Q 

- 
_ ae 

D D P 

+ jZ 
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CONCLUSION 

A model of the thermal balance in ingot -crucible systems during con- 

sumable- electrode arc melting was mathematically derived. A significant 

characteristic of the problem solution is its domination by a quantity that in 

turn depends strongly, but in a still poorly defined way, on the nature and 

thermal conductance of the ingot -crucible interface. The result and its im- 

plications are consistent with experience insofar as comparison can be made 

at this time. Potential utility of the concepts contained in the model was 

demonstrated by several examples and is more than sufficient to justify at- 

tempts to improve and more adequately verify essential features of the model. 

Only time and more work can establish the ultimate worth of the contribution. 
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